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Abstract

By nature, decentralized technologies such as those enabled by the blockchain connect
people from around the world, yet this connection has yet to be made social. The world
currently lacks a single, consolidated place for people to gather, discuss, and process
crypto-asset information. The Tela Network Foundation aims to create Hilo, a community
that socially aggregates crypto-asset knowledge. Accessible to anyone interested in
cryptocurrency investment, from beginners to experts to influencers, Hilo is a social network
that fosters positive peer engagement, trusted peer discussion, and expert mentorship.

To these ends, the Tela Network Foundation is dedicated to assuring the privacy and data
sovereignty of our users. Hilo will be the first social media platform for crypto-asset
enthusiasts in which:

■

User data is owned by users, not by the platform.

■

The platform has no access to user data, thereby ensuring user privacy.

■

Users reward one another for great content.

■

Users significantly control platform governance.
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Background
— Challenge —
Problems Common to Centralized
Online Social Networks
■

Data Exploitation -  Data represents an increasing portion of the total value-add in
the contemporary economy. When collected from individuals without remuneration
and without their ongoing control, a system emerges in which the uncompensated
value created by the many enriches the few. At the Tela Network Foundation, we
believe this type of exploitation is neither necessary nor conducive to a healthy
online social network, and has no place in the crypto community.

■

Data Vulnerability - Systems that centralize access to or storage of user data may
inadvertently create ”honeypots”––information systems attractive to hackers. Recent
years have witnessed attacks on many such centralized data systems, exposing to
unauthorized use the sensitive data of millions of people.

■

Data Privacy - Centralized control of data systems can enable platforms and third
parties to misuse user data unbeknownst to users.
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Problems Common Among Crypto-asset
Investors & Enthusiasts
■

Fragmentation - Crypto-asset information is typically fragmented and scattered
across a variety of applications and websites. New learners generally have no
opportunity to learn from, much less interact with, topical experts.

■

Unfriendly Interface - Few options are available for crypto-investors to view and
learn more about their assets. Among those that do exist, interface complexity often
undermines user experience.

■

Opacity - Those new to crypto-assets are confronted with intimidating jargon and
few trusted information sources.

■

Toxicity - Many online social spaces dedicated to crypto-investment have become
well known for in-group/out-group dynamics, bullying, chauvinism, attack bots,
trolling, and other forms of social dysfunction.

■

Exclusivity - Crypto-influencers are often inaccessible. While many influencers would
like to engage the wider community, those barraged by messages have no efficient
way to evaluate which new participants to engage.

— Solution —
While these challenges currently impair or limit online social learning in the crypto-space, a
1
variety of research suggests that interaction improves web-based learning. Well-designed
online interactions have been shown to strongly drive learning, whether via synchronous
1

(Hill, Song and West 2009)
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2

3

direct messages or asynchronous streams, such as group chats or newsfeeds. In the area of
trading and investment specifically, empirical evidence has demonstrated the benefits of
4
crowdsourced information and diversely sourced online learning.

The mission of the the Tela Network Foundation is to provide users with a
non-exploitative, trusted, private, and consolidated solution for social-network based
learning in the crypto space. Incentivized using game theory through an inbuilt utility token
economy, the platform fosters an engaging peer network, providing new and experienced
investors a combination of social news aggregation, portfolio tracking, trusted peer
discussion, and one-on-one mentorship.

— Tela Network Foundation —
The Tela Network Foundation is committed to creating accessible social spaces for all
members of the crypto community. We believe it is critical to empower a diverse variety of
people to embrace crypto assets. This can be achieved by learning and sharing insights,
facilitating conversations around the crypto market, and creating more accessible points of
entry to the blockchain community.

Tela Network Foundation envisions a platform that will provide users with a rich source of
information, peer moderated for quality, without ever compromising user control or privacy.
To date, no platform has adequately enabled those interested in crypto-assets to
communicate with and teach one another, leaving inaccessible the enormous network value
of information exchange latent among those interested in crypto-assets. To change this, the
Tela Network Foundation will carry out the vision articulated in this whitepaper and
collaboratively develop the technical underpinnings thereof.

(Garrison and Cleveland-Innes 2005)
(Biesenbach-Lucas 2003)
4
(Pan, Altshuler and Pentland 2012)
2
3
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Launch Partner
The Tela Network Foundation anticipates that we will work with a variety of partners to
build out and maintain the Hilo Platform, a social network offering crypto-asset enthusiasts
a consolidated source of co-teacher and market-sourced information. The first of these
partners, our launch partner, is Hilo Labs, Inc., with which the Foundation has entered into a
services agreement to build out the network, applications, and technical ecosystem. Hilo
Labs, Inc. comprises a group of highly respected developers and entrepreneurs who bring
deep knowledge and experience in gamification, data security, crypto-investment, platform
design, and social network development.

HILO LABS CORE TEAM

• Monica Puchner

• Nick Donahue

• Ramiro Cardozo

• Brit Morgan

• Vadim Fedotov

• Tyler Law

• Jason Ribak

• Robby Black

• Danny Dalton

HILO LABS ADVISORS AND INVESTORS

• Steve Waterhouse

• Angelo Adam

• Bill Barhydt

• Vinny Lingham

• Ben N.T.Le

• Samuel Proctor

• Sean Hoge

• Matt McGraw

• Deniz Dalkilic

• Emanuele Cesena

• Matthew Roszak
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Hilo Platform
Description
— Overview —
At the heart of the Platform is a decentralized network for buyers and sellers of
crypto-assets, powered by ERC-20 smart contracts deployed by the Foundation on the
Ethereum network with units known as “Hilo” tokens, or H
 I LO.

HILO are key to the functionality of the Platform. As described in detail below, they unlock
an otherwise inaccessible information economy, enabling users to pay for access to
individuals they otherwise could not easily engage and information that would not likely
otherwise be available to them. In addition, H
 ILO facilitates user control of access by other
users to their watchlists, asset allocations, direct message responses, fantasy crypto
allocations, and private groups. Without the use of an ERC20 token, international exchange
and transaction fees would make such minute exchanges of value for granular data
impractical. Over time, we anticipate that the H
 ILO community will work with the platform
to develop further ways to facilitate a positive platform experience through the
monetization and micro-incentivization of desirable user behavior.

The Hilo interface will be at the heart of the Platform. It displays a Watchlist and links three
sections-Dashboard, Portfolio, and Discover-along a vertical tablet, and along a horizontal
banner links two more key sections: Messages and My Profile. Descriptions of each of these
sections below orient the reader to the interlocking features of the platform from the
intuitive perspective of a user.
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— Dashboard —

For a comprehensive and customizable view across the Hilo platform, users navigate to the
Dashboard page.

Market Capitalization
The Market Capitalization panel enables users to view the aggregate value of crypto-assets
across various time horizons, including over the past hour, day, week, month, year, and
across all available market history. Users can scroll across this graphic to reveal day-specific
historic trading volume and market capitalization data.
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Activity
Within the Dashboard, the Activity feed displays a live stream of text posts curated to
maximize relevance to the user. The determinants of relevancy will evolve through time, and
are anticipated to include people the user has followed, posts that have been most upvoted
by other users, posts that have been widely commented upon or shared, and posts that
include hashtag(s) in which the user has previously expressed interest. Users may order the
Activity section through various views, including recency and popularity. When a post
concerns one crypto-asset in particular, the headline of the post includes both the author’s
name and the (‘buy’, ‘sell’, or ‘hodl’) call made by the author regarding that asset’s future
performance (see Social Graph - Description section, below). This enables the user to rapidly
contextualize the author’s message based on the author’s “bottom-line” view of the asset’s
probable short-term performance.

Trending on Hilo
The Dashboard shows what assets have been most actively discussed across the public
sections of Hilo in the Trending on Hilo panel. This panel can be toggled to display assets
actively discussed over the past day, week, month, or year. For each asset the panel
highlights, a visually simple snapshot of percentage changes in fiat-denominated price and
the percentage of activity on Hilo devoted to the asset is also displayed.

Highs & Lows, Most Active, and Newest
Within the Dashboard, three additional panels display snapshots of crypto-market activity at
a glance. First, the Highs & Lows panel offers a snapshot of the six crypto-assets that have
appreciated and depreciated by the largest percentage in the past 24 hours. Users may
toggle this panel to access the same information over the past week, month, and year.
Second, the Most Active panel lists the several crypto-assets that have been most traded
over the past 24 hours, along with their associated volumes. Third, users are kept apprised of
the names and prices of the latest exchange-listed crypto-assets on the Newest panel.
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— Portfolio —

The Hilo platform addresses the challenge of viewing assets that are siloed across multiple
exchanges and wallets by enabling users to consolidate their asset data into an easy-to-use,
one-tab interface. Users can populate their Portfolio with data linked from existing wallet
accounts and exchange accounts to which Hilo has API access, and by manually adding their
existing wallet addresses. To the degree possible, linking an exchange automatically
integrates a user’s ownership and transaction history from that exchange, so that users
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whose crypto investment preceded joining Hilo can explore their portfolio history using
Hilo’s easy to use analytic and visualization tools.

Portfolio vs Market Cap
Within the Portfolio section, the Portfolio vs Market Cap panel displays the performance of
the user’s crypto-assets across various time horizons, including over the past hour, day,
week, month, year, and across all available history.

Total Currencies
The Total Currencies panel helps both beginners and seasoned traders to rapidly ascertain a
visual breakdown of their crypto-asset portfolio. It breaks out the user’s crypto-assets
visually by either percentage of total holdings or, with a toggle, by percentage of total
gains/losses.

My Coins
Without leaving the Portfolio page, users can scroll through each of their crypto-asset
holdings through a third panel called My Coins. My Coins shows the amount of the asset
owned across the user’s wallets and exchanges, the current price and value of that asset,
and the net cost the user paid for the asset over the history of known trades. Under
Transaction History, My Coins lists show all known trades in which the user has bought or
sold that asset, the amounts they sold or bought, the fiat price at which they sold or bought,
and the cost of the trade, including any known associated fees.

Portfolio Sharing
Some users may choose to share their asset allocations (the percentage of their total
crypto-asset investments allocated to various crypto-assets), watchlists, and crypto fantasy
portfolios with other users. See Crypto Fantasy s ection, below. These can be shared publicly
with all of a user’s followers or may be shared privately.
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Users who wish to charge other users for access to their asset allocations, watchlists, and
crypto fantasy portfolios may set a price in HI LO for what they are willing to accept in
exchange for this information. 98% of these access fees accrue to the access-selling user; 2%
revert to the Hilo User Growth Pool (UGP) in service of continued platform growth and
development. (See U
 ser Growth Pool section, below).

By enabling users to earn HILO in this way, this design rewards those users who bring the
most valuable information to the platform, and sends price signals to all users that may help
them evaluate that information. We anticipate that by enabling users to essentially
monetize this information within the H
 I LO economy, rational thought leaders within the
crypto-space will respond positively to this incentive, and choose to join the Platform. This,
in turn, should increase the availability of useful information, driving user adoption while
undermining the fragmentation, opacity, and exclusivity characteristic of the existing crypto
space. (See P
 roblems section, above).
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— Discover —

Discover List
The Discover List facilitates user learning about specific crypto-assets and performance
comparison across assets. Serially arranged to maximize visual ease, Hilo users both new and
seasoned can readily sort coin and token data by name, market capitalization, price, volume
traded, and rolling 7-day percentage-change-in-price. To learn more about a particular asset
requires only clicking on its name. Alternately, users can find a particular asset by entering
its trading symbol or name into the global search bar. Both of these actions open the asset’s
associated detail page.
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— Asset Detail Page —
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SOCIAL GRAPH

- DESCRIPTION

A salient and particularly innovative element of the Asset-Detail page is the Social Graph.
This shows a linear graph of the asset’s price through time atop a bar chart tracking
aggregated Hilo user sentiment.

To track user sentiment, all verified users are encouraged to submit c alls regarding any
crypto-assets about which they feel strongly. A call is a public prediction. The user chooses
from three possible calls (“buy”, “sell”, and “hodl”) depending whether they feel it is best to
buy, sell, or hold the crypto-asset over the ensuing 24 hours. A user may make no more than
one call every 24 rolling hours.

For each call they make, the platform rewards verified users with a number of points
towards the completion of challenges. (see Behavioral Design Elements section, below). The
site records and aggregates calls on an ongoing basis, and displays the hourly aggregate
ratio of buy-calls to sell-calls along the base of the social graph. The site also keeps a tally of
user call accuracy, and displays a leaderboard of users ranked by most accurate call
percentage. (see Leaderboards section, below).

Users can scroll across this graphic to simultaneously reveal daily historic breakouts of
asset-specific data, including buy call volume, sell call volume, fiat-denominated asset price,
fiat-denominated monthly change in asset price, and monthly percentage change in asset
price. By clicking on a particular day’s call totals, a user reveals which buy and sell-oriented
messages Hilo users ranked highest that day. (see section entitled Newsfeed, below).

SOCIAL GRAPH

- FUNCTIONS

The Social Graph has several functions. First, it allows users to effortlessly discover what
news or information was ranked important on a particular day that a price change occurred.
Users who wish to understand what sentiments may have influenced a price change on a
particular day may find this function useful. Second, because it is visually juxtaposed to the
market price of the crypto-asset, the Social Graph offers a means by which the Hilo
community can assess the correspondence between Hilo user sentiment and crypto-asset
price for a particular asset through time. Third, since the Social Graph enables a periodic tally
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of which users had the highest portion of correct calls, users may use calls as a means to
identify other users who historically have succeeded at predicting price changes in a
particular crypto-asset.

NEWSFEED

The Newsfeed p
 anel offers verified users a space to share their thoughts, findings, and ideas
regarding a specific crypto-asset. Calls made by users who have posted calls regarding the
asset in question are displayed in the feed along with the user’s identifying information, and
any responses to the message.

Newsfeed posts are considered public, and any Hilo user may link to, comment on, or share
them. In addition to sharing, registered users have the opportunity to vote each post “up” or
“down”, depending upon the quality of the post. Users may choose to sort today’s Newsfeed
on the basis of up and down votes, by trending items, or by recency.

Posts added to the channel yesterday and on prior days are automatically ranked by
relevance according to up/downvotes. This feature enables Hilo users to track through time
the most salient crowd-curated information regarding any one crypto-asset and facilitates
same-page comparison between crowd-curated information, asset prices, and crowd
sentiment (see Social Graph - Functions section, above).

COIN CARD

& ABOUT

To orient users who are just learning about a particular asset, each Asset-Detail page
includes C
 oin Card and A
 bout. These offer users brief and summary information regarding
the use and financial state of the crypto-asset in question. The About panel concisely
summarizes the asset’s purpose and core functionality, while the Coin Card panel displays
the asset’s real-time market capitalization, trading volume over the previous 24 hours,
circulating supply, and total supply.
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FOLLOW INFLUENCERS

When Hilo users encounter helpful peer-developed content, they may choose to “follow”
the author of that content. In this case, the follower can opt-in to receive notifications when
the followed user posts subsequent messages in any channel.

New users are termed enthusiasts. If and when an enthusiast gains a large number of
followers on the platform, they are no longer termed an enthusiast, but instead designated
an i nfluencer. Influencers are readily identifiable as such by a badge that appears adjacent to
their name on their profile, in messages they write, and in places they are listed.

Influencers who often write posts regarding a particular crypto-asset are listed on the
Asset-Details page in the F ollow Influencers panel. Users may click on the influencers listed
to visit their profile, and verified users with sufficient H
 ILO may choose to follow influencers
they find most helpful.

— Watchlist —
At a single glance, users can see market movement across the assets they care about most
on their customized Watchlist. The Watchlist offers a constant visualization of live
fiat-denominated price and percentage change in fiat-denominated price data for up to 20
user-selected crypto-assets.

— Notification Center —
Among the key features that anchor the Hilo interface is a small bell icon which, when
foregrounded by a red circle, indicates the presence of a message or notification. By clicking
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on this icon, a user may access the Hilo notification center, where they can engage in group
chats and direct messaging.

Direct Messages
On Hilo, any user may send a message to any other user directly. By default, no H
 ILO are
required from the sender to send a message to which the recipient replies. However, some
users may wish to enable paid messages. They may do so by selecting an amount of HI LO
necessary to send them a direct message. This amount is viewable by each user, along with
the Hilo-platform managed escrow account to which they would send it in order to initiate
a message. When the recipient responds to the sender, the fee is debited from the escrow
account and 95% is credited to the recipient account. To encourage positive user activity,
5% of the fee is credited to the UGP. (See User Growth Pool section, below). If the recipient
does not reply to the sender after 6 months, the message is automatically deleted. In this
case, 90% of the direct message fee is credited back to the sender, and 10% to the Hilo UGP.

This aspect of the Hilo platform design has several anticipated benefits. First, it offers users
who wish to avoid many direct messages the option to reduce the number of direct
messages received while still receiving those direct messages to which the sender most
values a response. Second, this feature offers the users most influential in the crypto space
an opportunity to earn HI LO as compensation for a proxy of their notoriety, direct message
senders’ willingness to pay for a reply. Third, this feature reduces the probability of mindless
messaging, given that senders are debited a fee per message sent, and that even if never
replied to, they only receive 90% of this fee back after 6 months.

The Notification Center offers users a space to read, review, search, send, archive, and trash
direct messages.

Group Chats, Private & Public
In lieu of direct messages, some users may wish to communicate with one another regarding
specific topics in small groups. Such topic-specific group communication is encouraged, as it
enables both learning and community. Group chats may be public or private. While the first
public chats will occur in the newsfeed section of each Asset-Details page, it is anticipated
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that the number of these public chats will expand with time to include other crypto-related
topics.

Public chats are accessible and visible to all Hilo users. Private chats are limited to those
granted access by the group convener. In addition to engaging in direct messages, the
Notification Center is also the space where users start, join, take part in, or leave private
group chats.

As illustrated above, to convene a private group chat, a user must pay a de minimis
one-time HILO fee per chat convened to the UGP. While it is anticipated that the presence
of this fee may reduce the number of private group chats convened, it is also anticipated
that this will significantly improve the quality of private group chats because only those
conveners who are committed to maintaining a group will do so. This fee will also help to
offset the cost of encrypting and securing private chat data. (see Data Security section
below).
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By default, joining a private group chat costs zero HI LO. However, some group chat
conveners may choose to change this setting to adjust the amount of HILO a user must pay
each month to take part in particularly desirable private group chats. In this case, 98% of the
HILO charged is credited to the convener, with 2% credited to the UGP to offset continued
platform development, as illustrated below.

In both public and private groups, users may report content that contravenes the Hilo
platform messaging policy. Reported messages are sent to the group moderator. In the case
of private groups, the group moderator is the convener. Public groups will be moderated by
trusted users who are credited H
 ILO in exchange for their moderation by the UGP.
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Portfolio Value
At the top of the My Profile page, the Portfolio Value panel displays the fiat value of a user’s
portfolio over time, along with indicators of the number of crypto-assets held, and the
amount and percentage gained or lost. Users may toggle portfolio value to show this data
over the past hour, day, week, month, year, and across all tracked portfolio history.
Recognizing that cultural understandings of appropriate sharing regarding personal finances
vary widely, it is entirely at the discretion of the users whether to keep their Portfolio Value
private, or to share this information with specific users and/or private user groups. Sensitive
user data, such as private user data, will be stored in an on-chain passcode-protected vault
to which neither the Tela Network Foundation nor any other user has access. (see D
 ata
Architecture section, below).

Portfolio Summary
The Portfolio Summary panel displays the information all users make public to all other Hilo
users. This includes a user’s username, the number of other users they follow, and the
number of other users who follow them. Optionally, users may add a profile picture and
personal description to their Portfolio Summary.

Invite Friends
Users may earn H
 ILO by successfully inviting others to join the Hilo Platform. Often, they do
so by inviting friends, either via other social media platforms or directly by email. The
Platform makes these options easy by providing links to all of these on the Invite Friends
panel. Once referred friends are Civic-verified, HI LO is credited to the referrer user account.

My Activity
Public user messages are consolidated on each user’s My Activity panel. While users can
delete messages (other than calls made on the Social Graph) from this record, they are
encouraged to treat public messages on Hilo as one would messages on other public media,
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where copies and screenshots made by other users can render public messages de facto
permanent.

Development Phases
Envisioned
The Hilo Platform has many interlocking parts, and will be developed cooperatively through
time among the Tela Foundation, its Launch Partner, and passionate Hilo users. To efficiently
grow the Platform’s features while maintaining day-to-day functionality, the Foundation
anticipates incremental efforts will focus on sets of parallel goals. These goals, and the
phases thereof presently envisioned, are listed below.

— Beta —
▪

Social Graph
Hilo users who verify their identities through the Civic Secure Identity Ecosystem can
submit public calls on the movement of particular crypto-asset prices. The Hilo Social
Graph aggregates calls and enables users to compare those aggregations to market
price data.

▪

Portfolio
Users can securely input private information about their crypto holdings into the Hilo
Platform. The Platform provides users the ability to track the value of these holdings
in real-time.
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▪

Integrated Exchanges
Users can link their Hilo Portfolio to their holdings and trade histories on major
crypto-exchanges.

▪

Discover
Hilo offers robust asset-detail pages, including real-time price data and informative
coin cards, for more than 100 crypto-assets. The Discover feature enables users to
easily explore these crypto markets within the Hilo platform.

— Platform at Token Launch —
▪

Token Integration & Token Economy
HILO is integrated into the Hilo platform. This permits Platform users to earn and
spend H
 ILO by engaging platform features and interacting productively with one
another.

▪

Wallet Integration
Users can verify ownership of an existing Ethereum wallet, and link that wallet to the
Hilo Platform. This, along with identity verification via the Civic Secure Identity
Ecosystem, enables users to receive and send HI LO. Tracking multiple wallets can be
unlocked with HILO.

▪

Following Influencers & Pay to Unlock
Users can follow one another. Users can also subscribe to influencers’ Portfolios to
view their holding distributions. Influencers set their price in H
 ILO for sharing their
asset allocations.
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▪

Connect Exchanges
Users will be able to connect two exchanges to their account for free. Adding further
exchanges can be unlocked with H
 ILO.

▪

Earn HILO from the User Growth Pool
Users can accrue XP (experience points) through successfully completing gamified
actions throughout the platform. When a user levels up, they will earn a payout of
HILO tokens from the UGP.

▪

Substantively Comprehensive Market Information
Users have access to robust Asset-Detail pages linking real-time price data,
approachable descriptive information, and public Newsfeeds across all but the most
esoteric crypto-assets.

— Token Governance —
Governance of the future of Hilo
It is anticipated that Hilo token holders will work with Hilo Labs, Inc. to further identify and
understand the feasibility of features users find enriching. Among those features, the
Platform anticipates co-exploring and, as determined, co-developing with users, the
following, which may launch as part of or beyond of the future development of the
following features. HILO will be used to facilitate collective decision-making regarding future
features within the platform.

Tokenized Governance
It is widely acknowledged within the crypto-space that tokenized governance
methodologies are undergoing a kind of Cambrian explosion, with numerous schemes in
development to enable token-based user governance. During the first year of Platform
development, it is anticipated that the Launch Partner will be a primary arbiter of Platform
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governance. However, the Foundation believes that the Platform community will and should
ultimately take control of the economic governance of the Platform economy. To this end, it
is anticipated that the Launch Partner will work with HILO holders to understand how to
most effectively, safely, and smoothly transition governance of the token economy to the
holders of HILO. Some anticipated areas for user and token-based governance include
management of the User Growth Pool (see below), altering the ways to earn and spend
HILO within the platform, and selecting meaningful additional platform features that would
be most desirable to HILO holders. Token holders will be able to vote on changes in these
areas – which will serve as further encouragement for users to accumulate HILO and reward
users who accumulate HILO with an ability to influence the future of the Platform.
Following this transition, it is anticipated that Hilo will become an increasingly decentralized
social media platform, governed by the very users who find the most value interacting with
it.

How Token Feature Voting Works
It is anticipated that users with HI LO will vote on new and future features to be developed
in the platform. Voting weight will be determined by the amount of HILO in a user’s wallet.
During the voting period, users with a minimum of one H
 I LO will be able to vote. The more
HILO they hold, the more weight a user may give to a particular shared decision. It is
anticipated that voting will begin at the beginning of every quarter, and will last for 5 days.
Users will be notified via email at the start and completion of each period during which they
will be able to vote on which features will be added next. The evolution of the platform will
be determined by token voting rights and the community of H
 I LO token holders. The Tela
Network Foundation is committed to encouraging widespread community participation and
incentivizing representative user feedback.
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— Features to be Voted on by Hilo Community —
The following features are proposed additions to the Hilo platform based on beta testing
feedback from the Hilo Community. The Tela Network Foundation will submit these features
for consideration during the first voting period. The list of potential new features will
continue to grow with future iterations of user feedback, product development, and
quarterly voting rounds. The following features will be presented in the first round of voting:

Fantasy Crypto
Learning games offer users a fun and easy way to create virtual portfolios that track the
performance of crypto-assets without risking real life tokens or coins. Users can win
Leaderboard recognition and HILO by competing with one another to see who can structure
a fantasy portfolio that gains the most value in the short-term (see Fantasy Crypto in the
Behavioral Design section, below).

▪

Leaderboards
Leaderboards rank top users regarding such metrics as upvoted content, call
accuracy, fantasy crypto, and number of followers. (see Leaderboards section,
below).

▪

Direct Messaging
Encrypted direct messaging enables users to communicate directly with one another
on the platform. Users may respond to one another for free, or may charge a
HILO-denominated fee for each response.

▪

Group Chats, Private & Public
Along with public Newsfeed chats, users can chat with one another privately.
Conveners of private chats can charge other users H
 I LO to join chats they convene.
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▪

IOS & Android Applications
The Hilo platform is available on mobile phones for both IOS and Android devices.

▪

Token Curated Registries
With the goal of developing shared records of fact, the Hilo platform anticipates
working with users to develop token-curated registries (TCRs) that systematize
attestation regarding factual characteristics of crypto-assets. It is anticipated that
such TCRs will draw lessons from such shared factual record projects as Wikipedia,
while utilizing the quantification of source and user reputations made possible by an
ERC-20 token to incentivize accurate information-sharing without penalizing the
naive submission of misinformation.

Platform Design
Elements
— Behavioral Design Elements —
Challenges, Badges, & Levels
Hilo is a social network where user contributions make the platform more fun for everyone.
Therefore, the Hilo platform has structured in a range of behavioral incentives and game
features to invite desirable user participation.
Desirable behaviors are grouped together in challenges. Each challenge articulates a set of
directed actions a user must undertake to complete the challenge. These directed actions
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contribute to the platform’s growth. Actions incentivized through such gamification will be
identified as the platform evolves. These are anticipated to include:

▪

Completing a sign-up

▪

Completing identity verification

▪

Completing a user profile

▪

Linking a verified wallet

▪

Maintaining a minimum HILO balance

▪

Making a minimum number of public calls within a time period

▪

Inviting a minimum number of friends to sign up for the platform

▪

Posting a minimum number of public messages to the platform

▪

Achieving a minimum number of public post upvotes

5

With each completed challenge, a user receives a b
 adge, which is then displayed on their
profile page. When a user collects a particular number of badges, they cross an experience
threshold or level within the Hilo system. With each new level achieved, Hilo users are
credited rewards of H
 ILO debited from the Hilo User Growth Pool and unlock new functions
within the platform, such as avatars they may associate with their profile. The user then
encounters a new set of challenges necessary to progress to the subsequent level.
Challenges and reward schedules are designed to scale in difficulty without undermining
user interest.

The platform rewards user behavior through this gamified process for several reasons. First,
by associating publicly visible badges and experience levels with each user profile, the
design allows users to readily discern which other users are more experienced within the
platform, and thus may have useful information to share. Second, the experience of
challenges completed through time should increase the platform’s “stickiness”, as users will
Note that messages flagged by the moderator as inappropriate or otherwise in violation of the Hilo Platform
usage guidelines will not be credited in this way and may subtract from a user’s earned XP.
5
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be more likely to persist through tasks they might not otherwise complete in order to
achieve a reward and because users are likely to feel more attached to their profiles given
their efforts expended. Third, by prompting behavior beneficial to other users and to the
community as a whole, this system aligns user incentives with those of the platform itself.

Leaderboards
To celebrate the accomplishments of Hilo users, the platform will publish several user lists
on a recurring basis. Leaderboards will be accessible to all Hilo users. It is anticipated that
they will include:
▪

A list of top influencers on the Hilo platform ranked in descending order by the
number of their followers over the foregoing period.

▪

Lists of users who made the most accurate calls over the foregoing period, and
since Hilo’s beginning.

▪

A list of users whose content has received the most upvotes, weighted to favor
those users whose content has also received few downvotes.

6

Fantasy Crypto
A VIRTUAL PORTFOLIO

Fantasy Crypto describes learning games for those users who want to better understand
crypto-asset trading without risking real life tokens or coins. V
 ersion 2 of the Hilo platform
will offer users the opportunity to create a virtual portfolio by which to track the
performance of up to 20 crypto-assets at zero cost and risk. More elaborate fantasy trading
games, such as a fantasy football-inspired trading game, may be explored in subsequent
versions.

The score on which accuracy is based may be easily calculated for each user, for instance as a product of the
ratio of days on which the user made a call to the total possible days within the time period multiplied by the
ratio of correct calls made by that user over that time period to the total number of calls made by that user
over that time period.
6
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— Technical Design Elements —
Data Architecture
ASSUMPTIONS

The Version Two (V2) vision of anticipated Hilo data architecture assumes that advanced
cryptographic techniques are and will remain fundamentally sound into the future.
DATA TYPES

Three types of data are anticipated on the Hilo platform, private data, p
 ublic data, and third
party data.
Sensitive Data
Sensitive data includes users’ private group chat credentials, exchange credentials, user
wallet addresses, private direct message credentials, exchange transactions, and user wallet
histories.
Private Data
Private data includes unshared but non-sensitive user-specific data, data users share with
one or more other Hilo members via private direct message, data users share with one or
more other Hilo members via private group chat, user information shared with
administrators of the Hilo platform (excluding information shared in fora accessible to all
Hilo users), user login credentials, third party API user access credentials, and user-specific
data sourced via such credentials.
Public Data
Public data includes calls made on the Social Graph, user information, such as select profile
information, that the user elects to make viewable to all Hilo users, badges and levels
achieved by each user, information (e.g. asset allocations, watchlists, crypto fantasy data,
etc.) the user elects to make viewable by any Hilo user who follows them, posts (text,
images, etc.) to public fora (e.g. the Newsfeed panel), and market data made available to Hilo
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7

users via third party providers and oracles. On-chain public data is a subset of public data
that will be recorded on or via the Ethereum blockchain, assuring its time-stamped
immutability.
Third Party Data
Third party data includes crypto-asset market and related data sourced from neither the Hilo
Platform nor Hilo users, but instead from third party data providers.

BETA DATA ARCHITECTURE

The backbone of the Beta technology stack combines deployments of the following
technologies:

Function

Cloud hosting & computing

Technology

Amazon Web Services

Operating-system-level virtualization

Docker-based containers

Key storage, hardware encryption, &
cryptographic operations

Amazon Cloud Hardware Security Module
(HSM)

Time-series database monitoring & analytics

InfluxDB

Distributed in-memory key-value store

Redis

(To the degree permitted by third party data provider terms and conditions and where technically,
operationally, and legally feasible.)
7
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The Beta stack end-to-end encrypts data both at rest and in transit using Advanced
Encryption Standard 256 bit key length (AES-256 bit) encryption. Whenever possible,
encryption keys are held in Amazon’s Cloud HSM, and rotated periodically to reduce the risk
of exposure.

VERSION ONE DATA ARCHITECTURE

Private Data
Version One (V1) verified users’ sensitive data will be stored in a vault separate from the Hilo
platform. Such data will only be obtainable, decryptable, and returnable directly to the user’s
client, and will not be proxied through the Hilo Platform. When a verified user first attempts
to connect sensitive data (e.g. to form a private group, to initiate a secure communication,
etc.) it is anticipated that a vault will be created for that user. A new unique identifier will be
placed inside that vault, and then encrypted with a user-generated passphrase and/or 6
digit personal identification number (PIN), in addition to a random salt value. The Hilo
platform will not have access to this new identifier, which will be created on the vault
platform.

To access data within the vault, verified Hilo users will be required to correctly enter a
passphrase or 6 digit PIN. These passphrases and/or pin codes will never be stored on the
Hilo Platform and Hilo Platform administrators will have no ability to decode these
cryptograms. Once a user has retrieved their data from the vault, the user’s client will be able
to make anonymous queries to the Hilo platform using a token identifier that will not
8
contain the user’s identity information.

Once returned to the user’s client, the user vault decryption information will be storable on
the client side. This will enable the user to access vaulted data without necessitating
entering the pin code every time. Note that a logout event on the platform will cause this
information to be deleted from the user's browser cache.

Since the Hilo Platform will have no access to private user data, it is anticipated that users will self-report
any holdings of HILO or other crypto-assets in compliance with any and all applicable local legal and tax
regulations.
8
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Private Data Architecture
Due to present scaling challenges for on-chain social platforms, Hilo will be using a standard
container based approach in Version 1, while implementing a unique approach to separating
sensitive data from the user’s identity. The application stack for data storage will consist of
the use of the Redis storage engine and Postgres database for private data, influxDB for
market time series data and a RESTful API service for data layer access.

Third Party Data
All third party data will be stored in an isolated storage engine, and linked to an anonymous
user id. Upon opening their vault, a user will receive an access token and the anonymous id
returned to the user’s client. Simultaneously, the user’s client is authorized to read data from
the third party data store. Only the user’s client will know that the anonymous third party
data being requested is linked to that user’s identity. By design, the Hilo Platform will be
unable to discover this link. Only entry of the pin code or passphrase will establish the
relationship between the two datasets.This feature will allow for a complete separation of
the Hilo private data store from the user’s third party information, such as wallet addresses,
wallet contents, exchange credentials, and private chat key(s).

VERSION TWO DATA ARCHITECTURE

Public Data
To the degree possible, version two (V2) public data storage will be decentralized,
immutable, and content-addressed. To remain cost-effective, the Hilo network anticipates
utilizing an open-source blockchain-based digital storage and retrieval method such as
Filecoin within the Interplanetary File System network. The Tela Network Foundation
anticipates working with an open-source (or soon to be open-source) decentralized query
protocol such as TheGraph to minimize database storage needs while maintaining data
query-ability.

Some on-chain public data, such as Social Graph calls, will be unencrypted. When users
submit a transaction against the Hilo call smart contract, for instance, the transaction will be
recorded within a plasma chain that interacts with the Ethereum blockchain. This approach
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should assure time and cost-effectiveness of on-chain data storage while maintaining the
integrity and public accessibility of the immutable call record.

In order to submit calls, link wallet addresses, connect exchanges, post to a Newsfeed, take
part in a private group, or send/receive direct messages, users will need to authenticate
their identity. We anticipate this authentication will occur via the Civic Secure Identity
Ecosystem. Since technologies continuously evolve, alternate authentication techniques
may also be explored in future.
Sensitive & Private Data
No significant changes to sensitive or private data architecture is expected in V2.

Third Party Data
Hilo believes that, open, decentralized, and immutable data is generally preferable to
API-reliant data. Therefore, to the degree possible, all V2 third party data will be sourced
from Ethereum oracles, services that specialize in moving off-chain data on-chain. It is
anticipated that open-source querying, such as through T heGraph, will facilitate ready
access to such data.

Proprietary and Open Source Layers
Hilo will maintain a proprietary backend software layer that interfaces with the Hilo platform
database and user interface.

Token Economics
As articulated above, H
 ILO will serve multiple important functions within the Hilo Platform.
Importantly, these are anticipated to include enabling users to control access by other users
to their watchlists, asset allocations, direct message responses, fantasy crypto allocations,
and private groups. The Tela Network Foundation believes this rationing will favor the
attraction of valuable and otherwise difficult to obtain information to the platform. It will
also support the allocation of information to those who are most interested therein, which
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should enhance the relevance of information made available to individual platform users.
Integrating these platform features with HI LO creates a novel solution to social network
problems not easily solved through fiat-based payments, while enabling platform
governance.

HILO tokens will enable the holders of the token to vote on certain platform governance
matters, primarily aspects of the token economy. The Tela Network Foundation believes
that allowing holders of H
 I LO tokens to participate in the governance of the platform is
superior to the use of a cryptocurrency because this limits the participation of outsiders in
platform governance. Further, this feature concentrates control of platform governance
among those users who have most participated in and contributed to platform
development.

To this end, a limited supply of inimitable utility tokens must be created. The Tela Network
Foundation will create one billion ERC20-based HI LO in an upcoming Token Generation
Event (TGE).

— Hilo Token Distribution —
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ADVISOR POOL

15% of TGE tokens will be available through a near-term pre-sale to a curated selection of
top industry advisors. These key industry thought leaders are anticipated to participate in
the Platform’s development through time, further ensuring Platform longevity.
USER GROWTH POOL

Also crucial to the success of the Hilo Platform is the development of a critical mass of
actively contributing users. The Platform anticipates that the User Growth Pool (UGP) will be
deployed to facilitate this development. Users who actively contribute and/or who bring
friends to the Platform who also do so can earn H
 ILO from the UGP. In addition, the UGP
will serve as a source of free tokens awarded to new users over the coming years as a way
to foster continued expansion of our active user base. HI LO from the UGP is anticipated to
be credited as an incentive to, among others:

▪

users who achieve placement on a Leaderboard

▪

users who moderate public chats

▪

users who level up within the platform (See C
 hallenges, Badges, & Levels
section, above.)

Leveling up requires active participation on the platform through such actions as posting to
the platform and receiving public up-votes. Therefore, the presence of this token ongoing
token distribution system helps to reward more active participants over more passive ones.
The token will inflate at 2% each year, with these new tokens being allocated to the UGP.
This will assure that an adequate allocation of tokens is always available for new and
actively contributing users to earn through their activity on the Platform. To replenish the
pool, the UGP will also be credited in HI LO with:
▪

2% of access fees associated with asset allocations, watchlists, private chats,
and crypto fantasy portfolios

▪

5% of for fee direct message responses

▪

a de minimis one-time convening fee per new private chat convened
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